ANJOU
District: 1 Budapest, Országház utca

APARTMENT DETAILS

€4,945,100

FEATURES & SERVICES

PRICE:

REF NO.: 815898
TYPE: NEW BUILT
LOCATION: DISTRICT 1,
ORSZÁGHÁZ UTCA
BEDROOMS: 5
SIZE: 600 SQM
FLOOR: 4

VIEW: PANORAMIC
FURNISHED: YES
AIR CONDITIONED: YES

Anjou Penthouse in Budapest, HungaryStunning brand new fully furnished
penthouse in the Buda Castle region of Budapest, found in the prestigious Anjou
Residence. Four apartments were converted into one private residence, where the
whole top two floors are occupied by one owner.The Anjou Residence is known as
the most prominent address not only in Budapest but in all of Hungary. Located in
the upscale Castle District, away from the hustle and bustle of the city, yet only
steps away from all amenities. It&rsquo;s like an oasis in the middle of the
capital.As you arrive at Orszaghaz Street, you are greeted by a friendly security
guard who is at your service 24 hours a day. If you arrive through the
underground garage, you get the pleasure of walking through a very interesting
passageway to the elevators. This corridor was built much like a wine cellar, in
fact, this is the perfect place and temperature to store your wines.As you arrive on
the 4th floor a whole new and exciting contemporary world awaits you. You enter
through the large solid wood door and immediately notice all the incredible
features this one-of-a-kind penthouse has to offer. Stained glass windows, onyx,
marble and granite floors and walls and incredible views over the Buda Hills and
the Danube River.To your left you will find a separate apartment which can be
used for guests or staff. It contains a beautiful designer French kitchen, a
bathroom, a guest bathroom, living room and upstairs bedroom. Further to your
left you will find an amazing games room, equipped with billiards table, solid wood
bar with built-in wine fridges, bistro style table and chairs and...
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